
4 Slice Heavy-Duty Toaster 
HTS450
3 Reasons to Buy! 

Performance
Ultra-fast toasting output of up to 480 slices per hour*
Ceramic elements and centering bread guides for even toasting

Durability

Ceramic elements resist wear and damage for long life
Magnet-based bread lifter with fewer moving parts
Heavy-duty stainless steel exterior

      
Ease of Use

Bread/bagel switch for maximum toasting versatility
Cancel button lets operators stop toasting anytime

Express Care Service Program
During the product warranty dial 1-866-285-1087 toll-free to speak to a member of our highly trained technical staff. If minimal on-site 
maintenance cannot be performed, we'll ship a replacement product to your location. Continental US, Alaska and Hawaii only. 
Limitations and exclusions apply. See Operations Manual for details. 

Ultra-Fast, Excellent Results: Ceramic elements heat evenly and quickly for a toasting output of 400 slices an hour. Bread guides 
center bread and hold it upright for even toasting.
      
Bread/Bagel Flexibility: Bread-to-bagel switch lets operators choose their preferred setting for maximum toasting flexibility and 
convenience.
      
Reliability: To reduce wear and tear, this heavy-duty toaster is equipped with a magnet-based bread lifter with fewer moving parts.
      
Safety Features: Unlike traditional open coil elements, heaters are lined with insulating ceramic for damage resistance and long life. 
Toaster shuts off automatically, even if toast is jammed.
      
Solid-State Temperature Sensor: Automatically adjusts toast time for consistent toasting results.

Specifications:
Standard: Unit comes with toaster and heavy-duty removable crumb tray
Controls: 2 bread/bagel switches, 2 browning control dials, 2 cancel buttons
Slot Width/Depth: 1.3 inches/5.4 inches
Electrical: 120V, 2200W, 18.3A
Plug Type: NEMA 5-20P
Weight: 21 lbs / 9.53 kg
Warranty: 1 year parts & labor
UPC: 0 40094 90847 9 
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